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ABSTRACT

The complexity of the interacting processes and driving forces within sea ice in the Arctic and
Antarctic ocean poses a significant challenge when understanding its influence on and interaction
with global climate and anthropogenic impacts. The temporal and spatial distribution of sea ice,
its mechanical, biological, physical, and geochemical properties are directly related to oceanic and
atmospheric variability.

The experimental study of sea ice is an essential part of todays research as well as the numerical
simulation of physical processes. Nearly all Earth system models are based on the (elastic)-viscous
plastic rheology. But solving the model with increased spatial resolution becomes more and more
difficult as deformation characteristics start to develop in the sea ice cover. It has been shown that
the solver convergence impacts the obtained deformation feature statistics. Up to now, obtaining
fast and numerically converged solution remains a challenge. Furthermore the model has been
criticized in literature particularly on high resolution for the representation of sea ice cover as it
is based on assumptions without observational evidence. Another important pillar of research is
the verification and validation of those numerical simulations, where only limited data is available,
especially in the Southern Ocean. Satellite data, buoys tracking, and in situ observations are only
a few of the possibilities available today. Their potential could enable efficient data acquisition on a
larger scale for validation and calibration of numerical models. Similarly, on-site investigations and
sampling of sea ice, frazil ice, and ocean water are needed to improve the physical descriptions and
substantiate them with material data. Thus, the design of new and the enhancement of existing
experimental methods are of crucial importance. This mini-symposium invites scientists to present
their research ideas and developments in characterization, modeling, simulation, and validation of
sea ice processes.


